Hamster Care

YOUR NEW HAMSTER
It is a good idea to get the cage set up before bringing your new hamster home.
Place a good amount of substrate on the bottom of the cage, enough to allow
burrowing. There are lots of options for substrates, but in the UK wood shavings
intended for animal use are acceptable. Add the nest box and some pet-safe
bedding. Never use scented shavings or fluffy cotton-wool-type bedding which
can cause harm. The cage must always have food and water available to the
hamster, and also enrichment items.
Place the cage out of direct sunlight, and away from heaters, draughts or other
pets. Try to avoid very noisy or humid environments, such as the kitchen, and
choose a location where the lights are turned off at night.
When you get a new hamster, leave him to settle in his cage for 24 hours.
You can talk quietly to him so he gets used to your voice. When he has
settled you can then start handling sessions. Hamsters from hobby breeders
are often tamer than their pet shop counterparts as they have been well
handled as babies. Any hamster can be slightly unsure after moving into a
new home.

FIVE WELFARE NEEDS
Vectis Hamstery promotes responsible pet ownership. The Animal Welfare
Act (2006) requires that the welfare needs of animals are met.
These needs are:
•

Somewhere suitable to live

•

A proper diet (including fresh water)

•

To be housed with, or apart from, other animals

•

To exhibit normal behaviour patterns

•

To be protected from pain, suffering, injury and disease (including
access to veterinary care when unwell)

Syrian Hamster
The Syrian hamster (Mesocricetus auratus)
are the largest of the common pet species and
so are easier for younger pet owners to
handle. Syrian hamsters are 15-20cm long and
weigh 150-200g when fully grown. They are
friendly and inquisitive. Syrians can be found
in a variety of fur lengths, types and colours.

Chinese Hamster
The Chinese hamster (Cricetulus griseus) has
a mouse-like appearance with a 2-2.5cm tail.
They originate from China and Mongolia.
Fully grown, they measure 10-12 cm long ,and
weigh 40-50g for a male and 30-40g for a
female. They enjoy climbing and will cling

Roborovski Hamster
The Roborovski hamster (Phodopus
roborovskii) is the smallest of the pet
hamsters. They originate from Mongolia and
China., and grow to 5cm in length.
Roborovskis, known as ‘robos’ are extremely
fast and are more suited to older children and
adults. It is unusual for robos to bite or nip.

Winter White Hamster
The Winter White hamster (Phodopus
sungorus) is an ‘egg-shaped’ hamster. They
originate from Siberia and Kazakhstan and can
moult into a white winter coat; a camouflage in
the snowy steppes of their wild environment.
Fully grown they measure 8-10cm long.

Campbell Hamster
The Campbell hamster (Phodopus
campbelli) has a broad appearance with furry
feet and tail. They originate from central Asia
and China. Fully grown, they measure 10-12
cm long.

HOUSING

BEHAVIOUR
SINGLE OR PAIRS?
Syrian hamsters must live alone: one hamster per cage. When you collect
your hamster, he may be young enough to still live with same-sex siblings.
After you have taken him home, he must never meet another hamster, even
for a play date, as this can result in serious injury.
Campbell, Winter White and Roborovski hamsters can live in pairs or
groups. Campbell hamsters are the species that live better in pairs,
followed by Winter Whites and then Roborovski hamsters. Even so there is
no guarantee that they will stay together forever. If you have a pair you
must be prepared to keep them in separate cages at the first sign of them
falling out. Chinese hamsters often fall out and cause each other
significant injury. I recommend keeping them singly.

NATURAL BEHAVIOURS
Hamsters are crepuscular, most active at dawn and dusk. They can learn to
wake up earlier in the day if this is associated with treats, but they should
be allowed long periods to rest in the day with a nice dark nest box.
Hamsters like to hoard their food, often in their nests. Stashes should be
inspected and fresh food removed to prevent spoiling.
Hamsters enjoy burrowing and tunnelling so a good amount of substrate
should be provided to allow this. Some hamsters like climbing but they
have poor eyesight and are at risk of fall injuries.
Hamsters need to chew things as their teeth grow constantly. Cages
should be as chew proof as possible and plenty of alternative items made
available to chew instead.

CAGES
There are a variety of different cage styles, including those commercially
available and homemade ones.
Traditional wire cages have a plastic base and wire top. They are easy to clean,
but can be messy. The bar spacing should be 1cm or less for Syrians and around
0.5cm for dwarf hamsters to prevent escapes. Hamsters can fall from tall cages so
care should be taken with height.
Tank cages, either glass or plastic, have solid sides and base with a ventilation
grill , usually in the roof. They keep mess inside, but can get hot in warm
weather. Tank cages can be made out of plastic storage boxes (known as bin
cages), fish tanks, vivariums and also Ikea furniture. Ensure lids are provided
and secure.
I don’t recommend wooden cages which can be hard to clean and chewed out of.
I also don’t recommend modular cages; plastic units connected with tubes. The
tubes are often too narrow for Syrians and make husbandry tasks such as
cleaning and handling hard.

SIZE
There is much debate about the ideal cage size. For Syrians I suggest at least
60cm x 45cm floor space. For dwarf hamsters I suggest at least 50cm x 40cm floor
space. Each hamster, however, is an individual and may prefer a particular cage
style or size. Larger is often better, but not in all cases.

ENRICHMENT
Hamsters are active and inquisitive creatures. They like to explore and chew;
check all enrichment and toys regularly for damage.
Some things to provide in your hamster’s cage are:
• Shelter or nest box which is dark inside
• Cardboard boxes and tubes which can be joined together to make a tunnel
maze. Remember to cut tubes lengthwise for Syrians to prevent them getting
stuck.
• Wheel which should have a solid running surface (I provide wheels full-time
from 3-4 months old, but only part-time before that)
• Platforms or bridges, but ensure they are not too high
• Wooden tubes and toys, though these can be hard to clean
• Sand bath, a ceramic or metal dish with chinchilla sand (not dust)
• Enrichment feeding, such as putting food in small cardboard boxes or
wrapping it in twists of plain white paper to make a cracker
For playtime, you can use a playbox or a playpen as a safe enclosed area. A
playbox can be any deep cardboard or plastic box. A playpen can be made using
cable ties to connect the panels of interlocking plastic storage cubes . Activity in
the playbox or playpen must always be supervised so you can provide
enrichment toys that would not be suitable to unsupervised use:
Cardboard maze can be made from corrugated cardboard and tubes
Digging box can be made from cardboard or plastic boxes
Agility equipment, such as seesaws, jumps, A frames and swings , can be made
from crafting lolly sticks, cardboard and non-toxic glue

HAMSTER ESCAPES
The first step is don’t panic! Shut the room door and look for the hamster.
If you can see the hamster, stay quiet. Offer a dark cosy place like a long
cardboard tube or box for the hamster to run into.
If you can’t see the hamster, search under/behind furniture and in dark
corners. Check the cages of any other small furries. Set bucket traps (or
humane mousetraps for dwarf hamsters) with moist smelly food.
Don’t give up after one day. Keep searching and setting traps. Late
evening or morning are the times most likely to find your hamster in the
trap.
When you have caught your hamster, give him a health check and make
sure the cage is secure before returning your hamster to it.

FEEDING
The main part of a hamster’s diet should be a good quality hamster mix.
Hamster food can be provided in a food bowl though it is normal for
hamsters to move the food and stash it elsewhere. Scatter feeding is a
different way of providing hamster mix which allows for foraging. I don’t
recommend removing elements from the mix as this upsets the nutritional
balance.

TREATS
Shop-bought hamster treats can often be very sugary; sweet foods should
be avoided for Chinese, Campbell and Winter White hamsters. There are
lots of more healthy options available. Treats should be given in small
amounts. Citrus, onion, spices, salt and garlic should be avoided. Fresh
food should be well washed.
Wet Treats: Cooked rice and pasta, mashed potato, porridge, baby food
Dry Treats: Budgie seed, linseed, wheat ears, millet sprays, dog biscuits,
uncooked pasta, unsalted nuts either shelled or in shells (cashews, brazil
nuts, monkey nuts, pecans, walnuts, hazelnuts)
Protein: Dry kitten /dog kibble, cooked chicken/turkey, dried
mealworms or shrimp, dried sprats, scrambled/ boiled egg
Fresh Foods: Cucumber, peas, celery, broccoli, cauliflower, dandelion
leaves, baby spinach

CARE
Hamsters are not complicated to look after: they need regular handling, good
food and a safe suitable environment to help keep them happy and healthy.
Daily: check supplies of fresh water and monitor for signs of ill health, for
example when handling.
Every 2-3 days: top up hamster mix (to prevent selective feeding).
Weekly: give a full health check and spot clean the cage.
Monthly: perform a full clean the cage using pet safe disinfectant. Check the
cage and accessories for signs of damage. Clean the water bottle.
It is important to be aware of the ambient temperature. In hot weather, cooled
ceramic items or sand can be given. In cold weather, provide additional nesting
material.
If you are going away from home, remember to make arrangements for hamster
care. Hamsters can be left overnight as long as they have sufficient food and
water. For longer trips away a hamster can either travel with you to a pet-friendly
hotel or you will need to arrange for someone to look after the hamster, such as a
friend or petsitter.

HANDLING
Always handle your hamster with clean hands. Make sure he is awake
and aware you are there before touching him. Hamsters are small and
delicate so they should be handled gently and calmly. Never make
sudden movements or noises, and never squeeze a hamster.
It is ideal to handle hamsters close to the floor in a playpen or base of
the playbox so they are safe and contained if they jump.
Unless your hamster is very used to you, it is better not to pick him up
out of his nest, but wait until he is wandering around his cage.
If you or the hamster are nervous, you can put something into the cage
for the hamster to climb into, e.g. tube, flower pot or hamster ball.
Tempt the hamster in with treats, then transfer the hamster in the tube
into the playpen or playbox. Let the hamster come out by himself and
investigate the area while you speak quietly to him.
When the hamster has settled, try scooping him up. I do this by sliding
my hands along the floor from either side of the hamster when he is
near the side wall of the box. Let the hamster run from one hand to
another. Keep early sessions short (5-10 minutes) and always ensure
hamsters have breaks from handling to drink and eat.

HEALTH
LIFESPAN
Hamsters are wonderful little creatures, but they are only with us for around 2
years. Some hamsters become old earlier and live just 18 months whereas
others can live to 4 years. Old hamsters may need extra care, such as making
cages smaller, taking out platforms and avoiding too much extra protein.

ILLNESS
Hamsters are generally healthy and most do not become ill. Unwell
hamsters need to see a knowledgeable vet as soon as possible. Signs of
illness can be quite subtle; as a prey animal they often hide weaknesses so
it is important to give them regular health checks. Symptoms that should
prompt veterinary attention are:
•

sneezing, sniffles and coughs

•

diarrhoea or constipation

•

weight loss

•

increased urination

•

lumps

•

unexplained fur loss or itching

•

hunched and ruffled appearance

•

bleeding from the vent in females

HAMSTER CHECKLIST

Suitable cage
Water bottle
Nest box/house

HAMSTER CLUBS AND SHOWS
There are three clubs that cover England and Wales. As a club member, you
get a monthly journal sent via post or email. More information can be found
on each club’s website, including how to join:
www.southernhamsterclub.co.uk
www.midlandhamsterclub.co.uk
www.northernhamsterclub.co.uk

Enrichment and toys
Cardboard boxes and tubes
Wheel (part-time until 3 months old)
Substrate to cover base of cage
Bedding to nest in
Hamster food
Pet safe disinfectant
Treats
Carrier
Playbox or playpen

OPTIONAL

Food bowl
Sand bath and sand (for dwarf hamsters)
Brush and/or comb (for longhaired hamsters)
Hamster ball

The clubs also arrange hamster shows around the country. As well as the
formal show classes, most shows have a class for pet hamsters. Pet hamsters
can be brought in normal carriers and are judged on tameness and
condition. For more info about the dates and locations of shows, please visit
www.hamsters-uk.org.

Thank you for reading Vectis Hamstery’s care leaflet.
This leaflet is part of the rehoming pack given with each
hamster as they move to their new home.
To find out more about Vectis Hamstery, find us on
Facebook: www.facebook.com/vectishams
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